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Boreham Primary School 

Phonics Policy 

 
Nick Gibb supports the teaching of phonics and believes it is paramount to success in 

reading. A recent press report stated that the UK's phonics revolution has dramatically 

improved schools standards in reading. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/04/official-uks-phonics-revolution-has-

dramatically-improved-school/ 

 

At Boreham School, we teach phonics using an amalgamated systematic synthetic 

phonics programme incorporating Jolly Phonics and Letters and Sounds. In 2012, the 

Statutory Phonics Test/Check for all children in Year 1 was introduced. By the end of 

the Spring Term, we expect Year 1 children to be secure with Phase 5 Letters and 

Sounds and therefore they should have reached the standard required to be successful 

in the Phonics Check in the Summer term. At the end of the Summer term, it is also 

expected that the majority of children in EYFS, should be working within Phase 4 

Letters and Sounds.   

 

Teaching Phonics in EYFS  
As soon as the children start school in the Autumn Term, we formally teach 2 sounds 

each week using a systematic synthetic phonics programme incorporating Jolly Phonics 

and Letters and Sounds. We follow the order of the Jolly Phonics books 1-7 as follows; 

Book 1: s a t i p n 

Book 2: c k e h r m d  

Book 3: g o u l f b 

Book 4: ai (ay) j oa ie (igh) ee or 

Book 5: z w ng v oo OO 

Book 6: y x ch sh th th 

Book 7: qu ou (ow) oi (oy) ue er ( ir ur) ar 

Then; air, ure, igh, ear 

This is not in the same order as the Letters and Sounds guidance recommends, as we 

have amalgamated Jolly Phonics, but the children are introduced to 44 phonemes by the 

time they finish EYFS. We introduce the idea of SOUND BUTTONS from the onset 

and encourage the children to use ‘FINGER PHONICS ’ when sounding out a decodable 

word. We introduce the concepts of: 

 ‘SUNNY WORDS’ . These are ‘easier, warm, friendly’  words the children can 

sound out- ie; decodable. These are displayed on yellow suns.  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/04/official-uks-phonics-revolution-has-dramatically-improved-school/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/04/official-uks-phonics-revolution-has-dramatically-improved-school/
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 ‘TRICKY WORDS’ (Common Exception Words), ie; words that do not entirely 

follow spelling rules and are words that cannot be decoded. Therefore, the 

children cannot use the strategy of utilising sound buttons and so these words 

are a bit ‘scary’ . The children have to learn to recognise the word, which is more 

challenging, so these are displayed on Monster pictures. The order in which we 

teach Common Exception Words (Tricky) depends upon the sounds that have 

been previously taught, ie; We only introduce ‘the ‘ once we have covered t, h 

and e. 

The children soon gain confidence applying Sound Buttons to letters/sounds and 

reading/spelling words whilst using Finger Phonics to help decode effectively and make 

phonetically plausible attempts at writing unfamiliar words. Alongside teaching the 

children to read/spell words, we also ensure the children have frequent opportunities 

for aural practise, so that they hear sounds in words without actually seeing the 

written word, eg; seeing an object or image and then hearing the adult segment and 

blend the word smoothly, eg; Robot Talk or Old Mc Sound Bag games. 

 
Order in which phonemes and accompanying (Sunny) and Tricky Words are taught 

Book 1: s a t i p n 

a an at in it    I is as 

Book 2: c k e h r m d  

can dad had and him  the said I’m 

Book 3: g o u l f b 

off on back get big not got up mum but if  put of no go into his me he be all to like 

Book 4: ai (ay) j oa ie (igh) ee or 

see for from help just day   so do some come 

Book 5: z w ng v oo OO  

will look too went it’s when   we was  have saw  were  what one  

Book 6: y x ch sh th th 

that this then them with children    she they my by there little 

Book 7: qu ou (ow) oi (oy) ue er ( ir ur) ar 

now down her out about are you your 

Finally…. When the above sounds have been taught we introduce the children to 

trigraphs; ear air igh ure. 
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NB: As soon as we start to teach digraphs, we then introduce the concept of letter 

names and sounds, eg; a and i are separate sounds but when they are ‘friends’ they 

become ai . We also teach some of the alternative spellings for the same phoneme, eg; 

ai/ay, oi/oy and ou/ow. We have decided to do try this, as the first word the children 

regularly thought of as an example for ai/ay, was ‘play’, in the case of oi/oy, they 

thought of ‘toy’ or ‘boy’ and for ou/ow, the children thought of ‘ow!’ and ‘ouch!’. So it 

seemed only logical to use these alternative spellings from the onset. Thus far, this has 

proved successful and particularly useful for when the children go into Year 1. 

However, for children who are finding phonic retention challenging, then we would 

revert to the single spelling of a phoneme. As the children have been taught a set of 

sounds (1-7), then they are assessed to establish if they can recognise the 6 taught 

phonemes visually and aurally. Their blending and segmenting skills are also assessed 

using specific words, which incorporate the phonemes taught and accompanying Tricky 

Words. 

 
For example; Set 1 

Set 1         Date/name 

s a t 

i p n 

Blend ? Segment ? 

Key words 

it   

an   

in   

at   

Extra words to include taught phonemes 

sat   

pan   

tin   

nip   

sip   

nan   

tap   

     Tricky words Read ? 

I is as 
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We also introduce alphabet songs as early as possible, so the children become familiar 

with the alphabetical order and letter names as well as letter sounds. 

 

Phonic Sessions in EYFS and KS1 
Phonic sessions are timetabled daily. These are either whole class or differentiated 

groups, depending upon individual cohorts and pupils’ needs. Each session takes more 

than 30 minutes and taught with enthusiasm and pace and throughout the week includes 

elements of Review, Teach, Practise and Apply. Foundation and KS1 teachers teach daily 

phonic sessions to ensure consolidation of pupils’ phonics knowledge and understanding, 

evidenced in confident and accurate application of these skills in children’s reading and 

writing. The phonic environment in each classroom reflects the needs of the respective 

year group, ensuring pupils can readily access suitable phonic resources. 

 

Good Phonics Sessions Checklist: 
o Review/teach/practise and apply; plan opportunities throughout the week’s 

sessions for oral blending and segmenting and reading and writing 

o Purposeful/ clear objective 

o Pacy/ fun/ Movement/Variety 

o Engaged children/interactive- everybody participates and can see and hear 

everything 

o Good use of available adults  

o Flexible/different needs accounted for/differentiated as deemed 

necessary/appropriate 

o ICT resources used effectively 

o Range of focused activities over the week 

o Correct enunciation 

o Blending and segmenting 

o Show progression 

o Tricky words can be taught during one session each week  

o Frequently make links to phonics throughout the school day in other lessons  

o Learning Environment changes regularly to mirror what is being taught 

Phonic Interventions 
If particular children are finding it challenging to achieve expected standards in 

phonics, then these pupils are individually assessed and their specific difficulties 

established, eg; segmenting to read or spell. Class teachers liaise with the SENCo and 

Phonics Lead to ensure appropriate support mechanisms and interventions are 

commenced. 

 

Policy Review 
This policy will be reviewed by the Phonics and EYFS lead, on a two-yearly cycle.  
 


